
Chem 115 Fall ’13

Problem Set 6

This problem set is due by 8 am on Monday, November 4, 2013.

1. Refer to problem 1 on last week’s problem set. (Answers will be posted on the web site.)
Please do the following:

(a) For each item in which a set of two or more equivalent resonance structures is possible,
draw the complete set of resonance structures. Ignore items in which a single Lewis structure
is sufficient by itself.

(b) For all items, apply VSEPR theory to predict the molecular geometry around the central
atom. Be sure to state the geometrical arrangement of the atoms (as opposed to that of
the bonds + lone pairs).

2. For the molecules or ions below:

(a) Draw one correct Lewis structure, writing down all nonzero formal charges above each
atom. (Do not consider structures with formal charges of +2 or −2.) Choose the Lewis
structure that has the most atoms with formal charge of zero.

For example, a correct Lewis structure for the CO2 molecule has 2 double bonds, and all
atoms have formal charge of zero. A different (inequivalent) resonance structure has one
triple bond and one single bond, but for that structure, only one atom (C) would have a
formal charge of zero. You would not choose that structure for your answer.

Use expanded valence shells if warranted to maximize the number of atoms with formal
charge of zero.

(b) For each of your answers in part (a) in which a set of two or more equivalent resonance
structures is possible, draw the complete set of resonance structures. Ignore items in which
a the single Lewis structure you wrote down in (a) is sufficient by itself.

(c) For all items, apply VSEPR theory to predict the molecular geometry around the central
atom. Be sure to state the geometrical arrangement of the atoms (as opposed to that of
the bonds + lone pairs).

a. NCO− b. SO2−
3

c. ClO−
2 d. SF6

e. XeF4 f. SO3

g. IF−
4 h. ClF3

i. OH+
3 j. AsF5

k. ICl+2 l. CH−
3

m. CNO− n. SF4

o. ICl5


